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Fee Increases coming to a wallet near you 
by John Andrews 
editor in chief-
The projected 24-30 percent 
fee increases reported in last week's 
Chronicle are now a reality. The 
CSU Board of Trustees announced 
at a meeting Tuesday, OcL 12, that 
undergraduate students will pay 
$1782 anually and graduate stu­
dents $1872 a year. 
Thel994-1995 fee hikes are 
the second in a four year phase-in 
plan proposed by the board to make 
fees equ  ^ to one-third of the total 
cost of a student's education. If the 
$U4perqiiarterincreasestands>u jstanatiqiF&trjjiMttl 
'WWTx, die laigcM lnCreaM^^sfnbe hikes. Tompkins argues, how r^, 
the plan's implementation. that a few promises, some in writ-
Associated Students President ing. have been broken in the pro-
LarisaTompkins,whoattendedibe cess. She cites the Maddy Act, 
March. The lobbying process, 
which reduced last year's fee in­
crease by 24%, will be more of a 
omtinuing process, according to 
Tompkins. The Student Legisla­
tive Advocacy Committee (SLAG) 
has been formed to orchestrate the 
grass roots work Tompkins says 
will include "extensive local activ­
ism and contact with Assembly­
men about student issues such as 
the fee increase." 
State government law makers 
have offered the stagnated economy 
and a state budget that funds sec­
ondary education and community 
colleges before any money reaches 
state-funded universities as an ex-
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Academic Year 
Projected increases 
in the portion of CSU 
educational costs to 
be paid by the 
student. A 30% fee 
increase in 1994-
1995 is the second 
installment of afour-
year program to 
bring the student 
share to 33.3% of the 
total. vv 
$ource:A$L 
meetings in Sacramento Oct 12 
and 13 with Legislative Director 
Lou Monville, returned to CSUSB 
the following day with a single re­
alization; "Fundamental changes 
must be made in Califmiia's edu­
cational system." 
Tompkins and the rest of the 
which states that fees cannot be 
raised by more than 10% each year, 
as one of the promises officially 
mandated. 
"The Trustees broke the bar­
gain they made," she said. "We 
agreed four years ago to take a 20% 
increase on Uie condition that it was 
ASI executives must now set about a one time sur charge and that the 
the task of lobbying to get the fees Maddy Act would be invoked." 
reduced which will again culmi- Tompkins also questions the 
natc in a trip to Sacramento in concentration of the Trustees plan 
into four years, fearing its swift­
ness will make education seem out 
of reach to high school graduates. 
"It's basically unfair to have 
one generation incure the burden of 
fee increases that have increased 
108% in the last three years," she 
said. 
The ASI President offered no 
concession to the increase and said 
sUident protest will be the key to 
reducing it CSU and UC students, 
see FEES page 7 
University responds 
to condom quandary 
SelecHons Jrom "A Lifeline Against Silence:The Clothesline Project" created by survivors of 
domesHc ufolence. TTie exhibit hung at the Student Union Oct 13-14. Story on Page 4. 
by Steven Jennings 
Chronicle senior writer 
Cal State, San Bernardino, of­
ficials responded this week toques-
tions about the university's inten­
tions to install and stock condom 
machines in restrooms on campus. 
ArtButler, Director of Admin­
istrative Services said the machines 
are already installed and stocked in 
some buildings on campus, while 
Prof. Cindy Paxton, Chair of the 
AIDS Response and Education 
Committee, said that the process is 
moving fcx^ard, albeit slowly. 
'There is a contract and there 
aie several machines already in 
op t^ion," said Butler. 
Butler said that condom ma­
chines arecuriently in the restrooms 
of the following buildings: Pfau 
Library (fu t^ floor and basement), 
Biology Building (second floor) and 
Physic  ^Sci^ ces Building (next 
to PS 10.) He also said that installa­
tion of the machines in the Student 
Union was "in process" and that the 
contractor will be visiting the cam­
pus on Wednesday. 
Part of the visit on Wednesday 
involves the pre-existing condom 
machines in University Hall. But­
ler said that the difficulty with stock­
ing these machines was an over­
sight. 
"Someone else installed those 
machines," said Butler. "They' re 
not ours." 
Butler said that the confusion 
arose because these machines were 
included in the building's original 
plans, unbeknownst to the admin­
istration. However, Butler said that 
Foundation Food Services Direc-
ux Keith Ernst arranged for the 
contractor to stock these machines 
as well as othm on campus. 
According to Butler, the 
Foundation's role in the installa­
tion and stocking of the condom 
machines is limited to "acting as a 
'go between' the university and the 
contractor." 
"CSUSB decides where the 
machines go and their servicing 
needs," he said. "The Foundation is 
the contracting authority." 
Conconing the n  ^for in­
stallation of more machines on cam­
pus, Butler said that he would be 
sending a memoraitdum to Paxton 
on the location of existing and 
{banned condom machine locations. 
He said that he will ask Paxton if 
additicmal locations for the ma­
chines are needed and, if so, where. 
see RESPONSE page 2 
Qr)aging%.a'^ ' 
To announce your campus meeiinfe or c^cni, wriic lo C /VLEiN'DAR c/o ChiOfiiCl^ , 
or leave voice mail ai (9{19)8H0- 5000 cxi. 3940. 
The week of Wednesday, October 20 - Tuesday, October 26,1993. 
Wednesday, 
October 20 
ART EXHIBIT: 
I Sisters: Two Point Perspective. 
Diana Garff Gardiner and Lafame 
I Garff Hungerford display assem-
: blageand3-DinstaiIati(Mis.Week-
I days through Nov, 19. 
Art Gallery hours 9 a.m. - 4 j p.m., Mon. - Fri.. Free. 
AFRIKAN STUDENT ALLI­
ANCE. 
Regular meeting. Pine Room, 
LowerCommons, 3:30-4:30 p.m. 
I BLOOD DRIVE. Sponsored by 
I University Health Center Student 
Advisory Committee. Proceeds to 
1 benefit the university's blood re-
j serve fund. All healthy adults are 
urged to participate. Blood donors 
I should eat br^ fast, and allow 
I about 45 minutes to one hour for 
the donation process. Student 
1 Union Event Center '/B," 
I a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
ADVENTURE GAMING 
GUILD. Regular meeting. Stu­
dent Union Senate Chambers, 5 -
10 p.m. 
I COLLEGE DEMOCRATS. 
Regular meeting. Discussion: Is-
I sues in Nov. 2 election. All are 
welcome. SycamweRoom.Loww 
Commons, 3:45 p.m. 
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL 
UNION. Regular meeting. Pine 
Room, Lower CommOTS 6 - 8 p.m. 
1 WRITERS AT WORK 
SERlES:Lec/ure5 On The Cn^ft 
I amf Business of Film Writing. 
I Cary Granat, director of develop­
ment at Universal Pictures, will 
speak on the business aspects of the 
film industry. 
Sycamore Room, Lower Com­
mons, 8 p.m. Free and open to the 
public. 
Thursday, 
October 21 
IN CONCERT: The Dead 
Milkmen. 
Ih^ented by Butterfinger(tm) New 
Music College Tour. 
Lower Commons, 8 -10 p.m. Free. 
WORKSHOP:7'eac/ier Net­
working! Job Search. 
Presented by Joe Davis, Assistant 
Superintendent, Personnel Services, 
Rialto U.S.D. 
University Hall, Room 324,12 -
1:30 p.m. 
Free to students and registered 
alumni. 
BIOLA UNIVERSITY. 
Gymnasium, 7:30 p.m. 
CIRCLE K INTERNA­
TIONAL. 
Regular meeting. Student Union 
Senate Chambers, 8 p.m. 
Friday, 
October 22 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
RECRUITMENT. 
Sponsored by Minority Assn. of 
Pre-Health Students. Featured 
guest: Diana Sandlin, recruiter for 
the University of Washington 
(Seattle) School of Public Health 
& School of Medicine. 
Student Union Senate Chambers, 
10 a.m. - Noon. Free. 
TAE KWON DO CLUB. Regu­
lar meeting. Small Gym, 4 - 6 p.m. 
Fee: $10 per quarter. 
Saturday, 
October 23 
MID-TERM STUDY MARA­
THON. 
Sponsored by Minority Assn. of 
Pre-Health Students. 
The Learning Center (University 
Hall, room 351,) 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
MEN'S SOCCER: 
CSUSB VS. CSU BAKERS-
FIELD. 
Athletic Field, 1 p.m. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER: 
CSUSB VS. WESTMONT 
COLLEGE. 
Athletic Field, 3 p.m. 
New grant aims to bring 
minorities to sciences 
The Friday Bulletin 
Aimed at increasing the num­
ber of minorities entering the natu­
ral sciences, a three-year, $962,000 
grant from the National Science 
Foundation will help improve the 
United States' "future global cotn-
petitiveness," says Dr. Louis 
Fernandez, dean (School of Natu­
ral Sciences). 
Femaniz, along with Marilyn 
Suiter, directw of Educatitm and 
Human Resources at the American 
Geological Institute, received the 
grant to fund AGI's minority men­
tor and scholarship program. 
"By the turn of the century 
minorities are going to be the ma-
jcMity," says Fernandez, who has 
served on the AGI board for 20 
years. Yet because only 0.4 percent 
of minorities go on to earn a Ph.D. 
and many never finish high school 
or college, "there's going to be this 
huge pool of people who are not 
going to be available" for hire as 
scientists. 
"Industry needs a pool from 
which to draw," says Fernandez. 
see GRANT page 6 
RESPONSE 
continued from page 1 
PaxtcHi said that she is content 
with the university's implementa­
tion of thecommittee's recommen­
dations to date. She emphasizes 
that the group is only a recommen­
dation committee, meaning that it's 
decisions are not binding with re­
spect to the university. The com­
mittee reviews issues under its ju­
risdiction and reports them to Juan 
Gonzales, Vice President of Stu­
dent Services, and then to David 
DeMauro, Vice President of Ad­
ministration and Finance. 
"It is a slow process," said 
Paxton. "Because things happen so 
slowly on this campus in general, 
we make sure condoms are avail­
able to students all over the cam­
pus." 
Although Paxton said that she 
believes the university has made 
progress towards meeting the rec­
ommendations, she said that she 
would take further action if neces­
sary. 
"When the students come and 
say, 'This is a concern,' I will see 
that their needs are addressed," said 
Paxton. 
Paid Political Advertisement 
Tuesday, 
October 26 
LECTURE:Afa/Mgi/i^  Your 
Time Effectively. 
Presented by Dr. Cheryl Fischer, 
Associate Professor of Advanced 
Studies. 
University Hall, Room 324,12 -
1:30 p.m. 
Free to students and registered 
alumni. 
VOLLEYBALL: CSUSB VS. 
CAL POLY, POMONA. 
Gymnasium, 7:30 p.m. 
DELMY'S 
O F F  
"Best Subs in Town 
Now Open Til 10! 
KSUS Nnrttiparkj / Little 
Mtn. Dr. 
* Delmy s 
/ ^ W e  
^Delivei^ I • — • l^ni^ersity 
I Any Regular 6" or 12" Sub ; "i Kendall Dr. 
: w/ coupon, not good w/ any other offer \ Discount 
I 1357 Kendall Dr. (909) 880-1605 I Walk-in, Excluding Advertised Specials • 
Three reasons to oppose 
Proposition 174 
Prop. 174 is filled with flaws and loopholes. Section 17(b) (3) 
allows virtually anyone who can recruit 25 children to open a 
voucher 'school' and receive lax funding. This includes cults, 
extremists and shady operators. Anyone. 
Teachers in voucher schools are not required to have a college 
degree, teaching credentials or any experience. 
Prop. 174 will result in 10 percent budget cuts from neighborhood 
schools — even if not one current student transfers to a voucher 
school — meaning fewer teachers, teacher aides and security 
officers and more crowded classrooms. 
Prop. 174 hurts the very children who need help the most. It uses 
tax dollars to build a two-tier system — one for the liaves and one 
for the have nots. 
• Prop. 174 will siphon up to $2.6 billion — a 10 percent cut — 
directly from the current public schools regardless of whether a 
single child transfers to a private voucher school. 
• The new billion-dollar entitlement program created by 
Proposition 174 and its million-dollar bureaucracy will create 
pressure for a major tax increase. The Legislature will either have 
to raise new taxes or cut other state services just to keep 
neighborhood schools operating at current levels. 
VOTE NO ON PROP.174 
The California Faculty Association urges you to vote "no" on 
Proposition 174. CPA believes that, if Prop. 174 passes, the CSU 
budget will be tapped to make up for losses public K-12 schools 
and community colleges will suffer. Reduced CSU class offerings, 
higher student fees, and faculty layoffs will be the legacy of 174. 
^ A//I California IPacnlty Association 
-E 4A j^jp , CTA/NEA • CSEA/SEIU/AFL-CIO 
~ San Bernardino Chapter 
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No condoms on campus are a social inconvenience at worst; 
On the other hand, women's more serious needs are ignored 
by Kara Rizzo 
copy editor 
Wiih all ihe "hub-bub" about 
the nonexistent condom supply in 
the men's restrooms, I cannot help 
but find amOTe feminine parallel to 
this problematic situation. The 
women's restrooms al so have handy 
little machines that should provide 
some of the necessities ofiife. Alas, 
they remain as empty as the condtxn 
machines. 
Speak Your Mind! 
The Chronicle 
welcomes 
your letters! 
THE WEEKLY-
CHRONICLE 
John Androws 
oditor-in-chief 
Anitwny Bnjc0 Gilpin 
managing editor 
Todd Spencer 
ad\/0rtising manager 
Steven Jennings 
senior writer 
Jeremy Heckler 
sports ecMtor 
Kara Rlzzo 
copy ecktor 
Jeff Freeman 
cXstrtiution manager 
Aida Abraham, Paula Benedlcf, 
Mike Bremmer, John Chesnut 
Tiffany Eggleston, AnnMarle 
Escalanle, Josh Finney, Rachel 
Fuchs, Jeremy Heckler, Tiffany 
Jones. Peter Lolko, Mllanin 
Maclas, Mark Porter, Melissa Pin -
Ion, Melanle Srwwhile, Nichole 
Talaba, Silvia Salas, James 
Trietsch, Michelle Vandraiss, 
Valeri Wilson, Becca Wollman 
Michael Ward 
Faculty Adviser 
Th0 WEIKLY CHBONICII is pubUsTisd av«fy 
Wsdnssdof of ttia ocodomic session by 
tt)9 O9poilm0nf of Conwnunicalion Stud­
ios, CaKtomia Stoto Unhfoaty, SSOO Unh^r-
tiy Park way, San Bomofdino, CA. 92407. 
The opinions oxprossod in Tho 
CHBONKU aro tboso ot it)o studont wtrfon 
and odtors. and do notrofioct Itio views of 
the ijnivefsity. Us odminishation & focutty. 
or any other person or institution, uniess 
expressty noted ottserwiu 
The CHBONfCU welcomes your letters 
to Ihe editors. ASiettefsforpublicatlon must 
provide the tegol name and moiling ad­
dress of Us author. Letters cannot be r»-
tumed unless occorrfsanied by a set-od-
dressed, stomped envelope. The 
CMOMKU reserves the right to edU ot 
reiectletteisfotspeiling, lengthandsuitblBty 
for publication 
Ttyeappearanceofanoehrettlsement 
In The CHBONKU does not constitute on 
endorsement by ttte newspaper of ttte 
goodsandservicesodvertisedtheiein The 
CMONICli reserves the ri^t to refect arty 
advertisement Itte management deems 
inappropriale. 
Yes, I am speaking of the 
unspeakable (except in TV 
commercials): sanitary napkins and 
tampons. Now, I do agree that 
condoms are very important items 
considering AIDS and other 
sexually-transmitted diseases, but 
how many men are ever caught in 
an emergency situation in which 
they absolutely must have acondom 
immediately or else? 
The situatitm is far different 
for women who are often "caught" 
by irregular menstruation cycles or 
othermishaps. At these unfortunate 
moments, a tampon or sanitary 
napkin is crucial to mental and 
physical well-being. No man can 
know how embarrassing it can be to 
rush around asking female friends 
(or strangers, if one is despite 
enough) if they have a "you know, 
a whatchamacallit." 
Again, condoms are very 
important, but in my opinion, the 
ne  ^of women take precedence in 
this instance. A menstrual cycle 
may be an affirmation of 
womanhood and fertility, but we 
shouldn't have to wear the signs of 
iL 
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Letters to The Chronicle 
"Moral" administration 
ignores duty to protect 
students from AIDS 
Editor, The Chronicle: 
1 strongly believe that the idea 
of having condom machines in­
stalled and well-stocked in every 
building of ours school is splendid, 
and I'm with the committee one 
hundred percent, regardless of what 
the school adminisU'ation's impe­
rial views might be. I cannot be­
lieve how callous our administra­
tion is. What motivates the mem­
bers of administration to be so cold-
hearted? Unfortunately, no one can 
possibly come up with a perfect 
answer to describe their incentives. 
Yet, there are three silent words 
which, 1 assume, have frozen them 
into a hard-core block of iceberg: 
morality, dignity, and compassion. 
Like most people, the admin­
istration personnel know more about 
the essence of human morality than 
anyoine else possibly can, and hav-
ingfully-stockedcondom machines 
in our school is absolutely against 
their moral beliefs. Apparently, this 
is true, because they have h  ^the 
condom machines in the U-Hall 
restrooms since it was first con­
structed, but they let them sit empty, 
abandoned and vandalized. They 
might have an idea that allowing 
students to carry condoms in their 
pockets is ethically wrong, reli­
giously corrupt, or simply 
uneducational, regardless of how 
many people are dying of AIDS. 
Consequently, they are more about 
their moral teliefs than a sickness 
of Magic Johnson. 
What does it take to make the 
administration to realize the fact 
that the number of AIDS cases, not 
only in the United States but in the 
whole world, has exponentially 
tripled in the last five years? Per­
haps they don't care about this as 
long as AIDS is notaffeciing one of 
their family members. Helping stu­
dents protect themselves from an 
incurable disease by stocking 
condoms in the machines is defi­
nitely not one of their priorities. 
The adminisuution knows 
that prestige plays a very important 
role in the business world, and hav­
ing full-stocked condom machines 
will, without a doubt, demolish the 
reputation of our school. There's 
no way anything is going to debase 
our school name. The administra­
tion hopes that this school will ex­
pand its campus and strengthen its 
reputation. Since it does take money 
to expand this campus, why would 
anyone like to waste his dollars on 
one condom machine when this 
money can be used to consuuci 
more buildings in the future? Sorry, 
folks, it's the name of the game. 
'Those with AIDS deserve to 
die, that those with HlV-i- should 
prepare for iL" These are, perhaps, 
the silent moral thoughts the adr 
ministration has. Since its mem­
bers have high moral standards, they 
might believe AIDS is a fitting pen­
alty frtnn God, and that it is time for 
G(^  to hammer down His powerful 
hand among gays and lesbians. If 
this is so, why is Magic Johnson 
infected by HIV-h? We all know 
that he is not gay, and neither are 
the Haitians nor the Africans. AIDS 
can affect anyone, regardless of re-
ligicKi, age, sex, or ethnicity, etc. It 
is simply a bloody plague of the 
Twentieth Century. 
Whatever feelings the admin­
istration might have toward this 
subject, AIDS is not a matter con­
cerning morality; it is a matter con­
cerning death among innocent 
people. As we all know, anyonecan 
be susceptible to this contagious 
disease. 1 hope the committee will 
have sufficient persistence to make 
certain that our school administra­
tion is responsible in carrying out 
its duty: installing condom 
machjines in every building, and 
stocking them daily. 
Boone S. Jordanlee 
Providing condoms is 
not the university's job 
Editor, The Chronicle: 
1 am writing in response to the 
front |xige article on condom ma­
chines on campus, by Steven 
Jennings. 1 would like to thank and 
commend you for your effort to 
bring this important issue to the 
attention of the population at large 
here on campus. YeL I also wish to 
share with you an opinion that I feel 
was not expressed in the article. 
The faculty and administrators 
of this university have a priority to 
provide the students here with an 
education, not a condom. They are 
doing what they can with the time 
and resources available to them. 
Certainly, as students we can un­
derstand how this concept works. 
So then it should come as no sur­
prise to us that the stocking of 
c(M)dom machines falls low on their 
agendaof priorities. Maybe, instead 
of criticizing them, it is time for 
students to take some responsibil­
ity for ourselves. 
My parents used to say, "If you 
want something done right, you've 
got to do it yourself." If not always, 
at least this once they were right 
We can complain about empty ma­
chines for a long time, but if we 
really want to see something done 
about it we need to do it ourselves. 
If this is an important issue to 
you, then take it upon yourself to 
see that something gets done about 
it And 1 dctfi't mean by writing 
articles or signing petitions or any­
thing else like that Call the parties 
involved, and instead of nagging 
them, ask them how you can help. It 
is a novel idea, 1 realize, but it is a 
known fact that people repond rhcx^e 
to encouragement than they do to 
criticism. 
Jennifer Young 
The Chronicle October 20, 1993 Page 3 
Facts about Crimes Committed against women 
-Four women a day are murdered as a result of 
domestic violence 
-A women Is beaten every 12 seconds rn the 
U.S. by her spouse of significant 
-One out of four women in college will be raped 
on a date 
-One woman in three will be raped In her 
lifetime 
Hoirse of Ruth Clothesline Project 
recognizes plight of abused women 
by James Trietsch 
Chronicle Staff Writer 
A Beige shirt flapping in the 
breeze stales, "No more.... To me 
or our Son" and lower, on the same 
shirt, "Daddy, I'm not even a year 
old." This is one of the many shirts 
on display last Wednesday, and 
Thrusday, October 13 and 14 as 
part of the "A Lifeline Against Si­
lence" Clothesline Project spon­
sored by the House of Ruth 
women's shelter in Fontana. 
The Clothesline project is one 
of many nation wide dedicated to 
Slotting domestic violence. The 
GET 
AND 
Student Checking With Summers Free. 
Wells Fargo's Student ATM Checking " is 
Just $4.50 per month when you do all your banking 
at the ATM. You'll get three summer months free 
for as long as you're in school, unlimited check-
writing with no per-check charges, and access to 
more than 1700 Wells Fargo Express " ATMs with no 
per-transaction fees. You can even open a savings 
account free when you open your checking account. 
Free First Year Student Msa' Membership. 
Apply for our Student Visa Card and you can get 
a $700 credit limit, with free membership for the 
first year when you sign up for overdraft protection. 
You'll also find a wide range of federal 
student loans. In fact, nobody puts it all together 
for you like Wells Fargo. So drop by the bank 
where you can choose paper and plastic today— 
and ask about our free t-shirt offer. 
WELLS FARGO RANK 
Stop by your local Wells Fargo branch today: 
San Bernardino Main Office, 334 West 3rd Street, (714) 384-4805 
Highland Arrowhead Office, 296 W. Highland Ave., (909) 886-4823 
$5 additional monthly fee when transactions are made inside a branch. See our Consumer Disclosure Statement about terms and conditioiu 
for Wells Fargo deposit accounts. 'S1993, WFB, N.A. Member FDIC 
three local Clothslines are in 
Pomona/Clairmont, Fontana and 
here in San Bernardino/Riverside. 
On all three lines together it is said 
there are nearly 200 tee shirts. 
These 200 tee shirts were all 
created by women survivors of vio­
lence, their families or friends. By 
hanging their shirt out in the open, 
women can leave behind some of 
the pain from their past and con­
tinue their healing. 
The shirts were on display at 
Cal State San Bernardino Wednes­
day and Thursday, from 9:00 a.m. 
to 5:00 p.m. There will be one more 
showing at the San Bernardino 
County Government Building on 
October 21, from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. 
According to an information 
sheet on the Oothsline, the puipose 
is to "bear witness to the survivors 
and victims of the war against 
women, both the casualties of this 
war and the wounded. This tribute 
will show the extent of the problem 
with a visual impact similar to the 
AIDS quilt or the Vietnam wall." 
Women are asked to send 
shirts, blouses, or tee shirts of du­
rable material with the following 
color codes: 
WHITE: For women who 
have died of violence committed 
simply because they were women. 
YELLOW or BEIGE: 
women who have been battered or 
assualted simply because they are 
women. 
RED, PINK, or ORANGE: 
For women who have been raped or 
sexually assualted. 
BLUE or GREEN: For 
women who are survivors of incest 
or child sexual abuse. 
PURPLE or LAVENDER: 
For women att^ ked because they 
are lesbian. 
A personal tribute can be cre­
ated on each shirt, any medium 
from paints to embroidery. If an­
other color has more significance 
to you, you may send one of that 
color; the above color codes allow 
the Clothsline to be a visual repre­
sentation of the statistics of vio­
lence against women. 
A Lifeline Against Silence is 
a project of House of Ruth Inc. 
House of Ruth is a domestic vio­
lence agency serving battered 
women and their children. The 
Clothsline Project display is part of 
Domestic Violence Awareness 
Month. 
For more informatitm, contact 
Gena Philibert-Ortega, Fontana 
Outreach Coordinator, House of 
Ruth, at (909) 829-3917. There is 
also a House of Ruth 24-hour hotline 
for the abused or beaten at (909) 
998-5559. 
Jeremy Heckler 
Contributed to this article 
' .T« -MI t. I Poge-4 The Chronicle October ^ ,1^3 
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Voting packets 
may be coming in 
fall registration 
California public universities 
and colleges may socm include voter 
registration packets along with the 
materials distributed during enroll­
ment under legislation recently 
passed by the California State Leg­
islature. 
Assemblywoman Delaine 
Eastin (D-Fremont), chair of the 
Assembly Education Committee, 
authored Assembly Bill 1218 which 
allows voter registration materials 
to placed in registraticm packets to 
make it easier for people age 18-24 
to vote. Registering to vote is par­
ticularly difficult for college stu­
dents because each timethey move, 
sometimes more than once a year, 
they must re-register to vote. 
"In the 1988 gen  ^election, 
only forty-eight pwent of people 
ag  ^18-24 were registered to vote. 
Yet seventy-five percent • a rate 
comparable to the rest of the popu­
lation of those registered to vote • 
exercised this right." said Eastin. 
'Therefne, it seems that the cum­
bersome votCT registration process 
is what stands in the way of many 
< more students voting." 
"It is the basic right and re­
sponsibility of every member of 
our society to participate in det^ -
mining who sh  ^represent them in 
their government. Getting this age 
group to register is crucial, for they 
can really make a difference, " 
Eastin continued. "I believe col­
lege and univ i^ty students should 
actively excise their right to par­
ticipate in the electoral process since 
tomorrow is their future." 
AB 1218,vig(xouslysuppaied 
by the University of California Stu-
d t^ AssociaticHi and the California 
S tate S tudent Association, has been 
sent to Governor Wilson for his 
signature. 
-The office of Assembly­
woman Delaine Eastin 
Social work program 
gets reaccreditated 
Accreditation of the social 
work program at Cal State, San 
Bernardino has been restored by 
the Council on Social Work 
Education's accreditation commis­
sion. The program will remain ac­
credited to February, 1996. 
The commission's decision 
was based on changes the social 
work program has made in course 
waiv  ^and credit transfer policies, 
the clarification of state policies (m 
granting advanced standing to 
master's students, effcxts to bring 
research content into practice 
courses, and improved efforts to 
incorporate cultural divers!^  and 
women into its curriculum. 
"Nuclear Mutants" 
movie marathon 
starts Saturday 
The Inland Greens, a local 
chapter oflhe Green Party of Cali­
fornia, will be holding a Mutant 
Movie Marathon on Oct 23-24. 
The marathon is a fundraiser to 
help the Greens support various 
environmental and social causes, 
primarily efforts to save Ward Val­
ley from a nuclear waste dump. 
This dump site, near Needles and 
Lake Havasu is home to the endan­
gered desert totoise, andhas the 
potential to contaminate the Colo­
rado Riv .^ 
POT! 
Cannabis 
Action 
Network 
WIU be holding a rally 
at 12:00 NOON in the 
Student Union Courtyard. 
Come hear a frank 
discussion about cannabis 
and its benefits to man­
kind. 
See the "War on Drugs" 
for what it really is-a War 
on Our Freedom and 
Liberty. 
Ail perspfctiNes are ^ekonie. 
HALLOWEEN 
SPOOKTAGULAR 
AT THE 
BOOKSTORE 
NEXT 2 CLOSEST WIN: 
2ND- JORDACHE BAG 
3RD- CLEAR BELL PHDNE 
DRAWING TO DE HELD FRIDAY 
OCT. 29 AT NOON. 
CHECK US OUT FOR 
YOUR HALLOWEEN GIFTS 
ONE PRIZE PER CUSTOMER 
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF ONLY. 
NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN. 
The^^h/;o>riicie, October2QJ99^^., 
Artist alumnus returns as teacher, 
brings new ideas to giassworking 
by Anthony Bruce Gilpin 
managing editor 
At home in the hot, noisy cru­
cible of the Art Dept. glass studio, 
Michael Aschenbrenner is getting 
ready to critique his students' work. 
While showing off someone's objet 
d'art, heexplained that the drizzled, 
dried glue would be sandblasted 
from the glass, leaving it with a 
veined look. This only confirmed 
this reporter's original impression 
that the sculpture'sphallic implica­
tions were probably js^sent some­
place othCT than just in the eye of 
the beholder. 
Aschenbrenner credits his en­
thusiasm for his teaching to the fact 
that it's only a temporary job. 
AschentffOiner, who earned his 
B.A. in Art at CSUSB in 1974, is 
teaching glass art, replacing a pro­
fessor away on a year's sabbatical. 
Returning to San Bernardino after 
fifteen years working and teaching 
in New York City, Minneapolis 
and other places, Aschenlwenner is 
now working alongside several Cal 
State art instructors who were his 
own teachers twenty years ago. 
Taking full advantage of the 
opportunity to influence future art­
ists, Aschenbrenner is revamping 
the way glass art is taughtatCSUSB. 
Putting traditional glass-blowing on 
the back burner, Aschenbrenner is 
focusing instead on teaching the 
kind of solid-glass sculpture tech­
niques that have put his own works 
on display in many of America's 
t(^  galleries. 
Aschenbrenner bristles at the 
thoughtthatglass-blowing isall the 
average undergraduate art student 
ever leams about giassworking. He 
dismisses many glass-blowers as 
"laborers" who turn out "product," 
not art. 
Michael Aschenbrenner trav­
elled aconvolutedroad before com­
ing to Cal State, and in the years 
since he graduated, the road wound 
even further before it led him back, 
if only for a while. All of his expe­
rience fmds its way into his work as 
an artist 
Aschenbrenno*, who spent a 
year in a half-dozen Army hospi-
Artist and teacher: Michael Aschenbrenner. j£ffFREmwn»ama» 
"Damaged Bone SeriesrChronicles 
1968." Inspired by a dream, the 
stark wall installatitxi depicts bro­
ken bones rendered in colored 
see ARTIST page 9 
tals after dislocating his knee as a 
paratrooper during Vietnam's 
bloody Tet offensive, transformed 
his painful experience into an ex­
traordinary body of work called the 
Greek life 
Campus ethnic-based greeks keep a low profile 
by riffany Eggleston 
and Silvia Sales 
Chronicle staff writers 
Delta Sigma Chi, a Latino-
based coed fraternity, is in its fnst 
year at Cal State, and while it par­
ticipated in Rush Week, it had low 
booth representation. The firatemity 
does not know if itwillpaiticipBte' 
in Greek Week, since it is a coed 
fraternity, and the games are struc­
tured as sorority versus sororiQr and 
fraternity versus fraternity. 
Mario Godoy, pledge trainer 
Looking for 
THE WEEKLY-inc CC^ T • I ' •'» r HRONICLF. 
New papers are available 
every Wednesday. 
Look for copies 
at these locations: 
Upper Commons 
(main foyer) 
University Hall 
(entrance to Admissions) 
Biological Sciences 
(stairwell, SE entrance) 
Physical Sciences 
(outside the main entrance) 
Old Student Services Bldg. 
(in the luncheon atrium) 
John Pfau Library 
(second floor landing, 
SW stairwell) 
Coyote Bookstore 
(foyer) 
Physical Education 
(trophy case) 
for Delta Sigma Chi, said, "It is 
hard to start a fraternity that breaks 
the traditional white fraternity ste­
reotype." Godoy added that Delta 
Sigma Chi will work as a "support 
network" as fellow brothers and 
sisters push for higher education. 
Their G.PA. demand is lower than 
that of other fraternities and sorori­
ties because th«« are many sui-
this way. Delta Sigma Chi can work 
to raise their members' GP.A.S, 
and help them continue in school. 
Thirty-five students have 
rushed Delta Sigma Chi, and the 
twelve founding members arecount-
ing on them to help the fraternity 
through its Hrst year at CSUSB. 
Traditionally, the African-
American fratOTiities and sorori­
ties have not participated in Rush 
Week. This is simply not the method 
they choose to pledge new mem­
bers. These fraternities prefer se­
lecting pledges to recruiting them. 
Omega Psi Phi fratemity does 
not even pledge freshmen. New 
pledges must be at least sophomores 
with a minimum 2.5 GP.A. The 
second vice district representative 
of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., 
Terrance Hamilton, said"Wedon*t 
rush, we select men. The value of 
opportunity is not in numbers, but 
in men and founded on real broths-
there might be more interest in his 
fratemity if they had more open 
advertisement, Hamiltmi respoi^ ed 
**Wefeel that eight men, thoroughly 
immersed in the true dimega spirit 
are far greater assets than eighty 
with lukewarm enthusiasm." 
None of the African-American 
fraternities or sororities mentioned 
have chapters on campus. They are 
either from chapters based at UC 
Riverside, or from a chapter that 
covers the Inland Empire. 
Members said African-Ameri­
can fraternities and sororities are 
CAL STATE 
STLDENT 
— SPECIAL -
$398 TOTAL MOVE-IN' 
L A I C  C A C C  A C A C T M C N T S  
1535 E. Date St. - San Bernardino, California 
(909) 881-3727 
1 BGdroom/1 Bath • 2 Bedroom/1 Bath » 2 Bedroom/2 Bath 
L 
^ Quiet gated community 
• Sparkling pool and spa 
• Gas barb^ue 
^ Air conditioning 
• Refrigerators 
• Dishwashers (select units) 
• FREE basic cable TV 
• Near schools and shopping 
4 Easy freeway access 
*upon approved credH 
Date 
1 
1 • 0 o ^ Pumalo 
c 
Highland 
OFFICE HOURS: 
Mon-Fri lOamtoSpm 
Sat 10am to 2pm - Oosed Sun 
also extremely community-ori­
ented. Emphasis is not placed solely 
on parties, or the "social scene." A 
commitment to giving back to the 
community, and continuing to 
achieve a higher level of education 
are two important factors that all 
members must embrace and par­
ticipate in. 
Kevin Baker, a counselor at 
St^ , San BOTiardino, and a 
memberof AlphaPhi Alpha, gradu­
ate chapter, explained Project Al­
pha, a community-based swvice in 
which members of the fratwniiy 
speak to young men in high school 
about teen p^gnancy from a male 
point of view. 
Education is greatly empha­
sized in the Alpha Kappa Alpha 
sorority. Monbership is determined 
by G.P.A., and transcripts must be 
submitted. Denise Benton, director 
of Upward Bound, belongs to the 
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority. She is 
not currently in the alumni chapter, 
but she stressed the importance of 
education excellence: "We want 
yoimg women who are the cream of 
the crop." Only women who are 
serious about the sorority and what 
it stands for should b^ome in­
volved. Jenise Earl, a current gen­
eral member, adds, "Alpha Kappa 
Alpha was designed to promote 
see GREEK page 7 
GRANT 
continued from page 2 
Right now, he adds, minorities ac-
countfor six-to-eight percent of the 
science work force, and about five 
percent of the geoscience popula­
tion. Since about the early eighties, 
the scientific cmnmunity has se  ^a 
10 percent decrease in its numbers. 
'The fear is that industry will 
go abroad because it will not frnd in 
the United States the number of 
qualified scientists it needs," A full 
one-third of those who graduate 
from American colleges in the 
physical and life sciences, math 
and engineering are non-natives 
with tempwary visas, Fernandez 
adds, and so take their knowledge 
back to their homelands. 
To imi»ove its program, AGl 
plans to increase recruitment ef-
f(Misby ste{^ ing up announcements 
and activities at two-year colleges. 
Black colleges and for ixecollege 
students. It also will woric to make 
geoscience meetings more acces­
sible for AGI participants, and will 
create an electronic mail system 
that should imfMt)ve communica­
tion and networking for students. 
The last National Science 
Foundation grant, repeats AGI, net­
ted a threefold increase in the num­
ber of AGI scholars. Last year, AGI 
suii^ rted 120 students nationwide. 
This year, one of its recipients is 
Cal State Undergraduate Rosendo 
Mendoza. 
CHEAP 
* TRAFFIC SCHOOL 
$17 With this ad 
•Classes are fun 
•No tests 
•Watch videos 
•DMV cert, included 
(909) 781-_2777_ J 
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Cameras finally rolling 
in new television studio 
by Peter Loiko 
Chronicle staff writer 
A state-of-the-art television 
production studio in the basement 
of University Hall is finally cued 
up and ready to roll. 
Jhe bulk of the studio's equip­
ment has been sitting in UH13 and 
14 for ovCT a year, used partially for 
two T.V. {M^uction introductcxy 
classes last wint^  and spring quar­
ter. The Communication Depart­
ment has yet to insure the estimated 
$160,000 worth of equiimient and 
has no replacement money bud­
geted in the event that any of it is 
stolen or damaged. 
With the addition of video spe­
cialist Meryl Pearlson and other 
needed staff, howev ,^ the studio is 
now fully operational. 
"The telecommunications aca­
demic institution places Cal State, 
San Bernardino in a most advanta­
geous position," said new Commu­
nication Department Chair Craig 
Monroe. ">^at we are able to do 
compared to other institutions gives 
us a leg up for students to express 
their own creativity." 
Monroe said he believes the 
"'§ttidio needs to be viewed primarily 
as a technical laboratory for broad­
casting students while ^ so serving 
the needs of the theatre and music 
departments on campus. He added. 
that he would like to utilize the 
studio to further the academic 
progress without financial commit­
ment 
"It is not commercial, ntv do 1 
see anything commercial coming 
out of it," he said. 
Pearlson also exi^ essed ap­
prehension about making the stu­
dio available to other departments 
on campus right away saying that 
"we want to make sure all course 
needs are met first." 
Arriving at CSUSB after a two-
and-a-half year teaching stint at 
Temple University in Philadelphia, 
PA., Pearlson brings a creative, 
cutting edge ^ proach to teaching. 
Much of it comes from her experi­
ence in the independent video mar­
ket. She is cunently working with 
independent video troupe This Is 
Only A Test in its second season. 
She calls herself an independent 
media maker and does not work for 
a studio, producing all of her work 
outside a studio setting. 
Commenting on the relatioi-
ship between her video work and 
her teaching, Pearlson said, "1 have 
to be aware, if I'm not aware, my 
Control boott) and soundstage, waiting for students in CSUSB's neviriy-completed video production lab. 
students will not be." 
Pearlson said her background 
and present experiences will en­
able fi^  to teach from a critical and 
them t^ical approach. 
"Students should know wluait 
is to make media without underly­
ing assumptions," she said. 
This attitude, she said, is di­
rected toward creativity as much as 
the mechanical aspects of produc­
ing media. 
Part of the planned curriculum 
for video production students in the 
newly created studio will include 
the creation of one, short public 
service announcement and a project 
of the student's choice. 
GREEK 
continued from page 6 
unity and friendship among college 
women. We want African-Ameri­
can on campus to know that there is 
an organization created and estab­
lished just for them." 
The minority fraternities and 
sororities do not wish to particii»te 
in Rush Week, but they usually 
have open invitations twice a year, 
when interested men and wcxn  ^
can inquire about the fraternity or 
sorority of their choice. The open 
invitations are usually promoted by 
word of mouth. 
(know your children) 
FEES 
continued from page 1 
she said, are viewed as "whiners 
who don't want to pay m(M« but 
offer no suggestions." She added 
that the students who have voiced 
their objection to fee increases have 
been heard. 
"The fact that we got our fees 
reduced from a 34% to a 10% in­
crease last year, shows that active 
students do make a difference," she 
said. 
T  e l e v l s l o n  
our  ooma 
Fettucini Sandwiches Lasagna Pizza Cannelloni Veal Shrimp 
Enjoy The Best Home Cooked 
Italian Dinner in Town 
On Wednesday Nights 
PASTA SI PIZZA And See PASTA & PIZZA 
"ONLY THE BEST" 
Cricket 
"ONLY THE BEST" 
Free Home 
Dine-In "The most entertaining 60's band Delivery 
862-7700 around!!" 862-7700 
Family-Style Dining 
• 14" 2 Topping Pizza • 
$15.00 Min. 
: $6.95 : 
2 LASAGNA 1^5 
With This Coupon 
« Take-out only Expires 10/30/93 I $300 OFF 
Expires 10/30/93 Any 
Includes Soup Or Salad Sun-Thur5- 11PM Delivered 
Homemade Bread 
& 
Garlic Butter 
2566 E. Highland Ave. - just east of the exit Order 
Only 10 Minutes From CSUSB Via Hwy 30 With This Coupon 
2 Glasses of Wine 
Sun-Thurs Eat In Only Llnguini Parmigiana Chicken Ravioli Eggplant Tortelllnl Antlpasto Expires 10/30/93 $15.00 Min. 
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More Commentary 
By Steven Jennings 
Chronicle senior writer 
In, out. Up, down. Which is it? 
Living the monotonous confines of CSUSB, 
we move to the globe-trotting of United States 
foreign policy. We're stretching the bounds of this 
column because! think this is a good time for abreak 
from the dribble of good administrator/bad admin­
istrator. Not only is it warranted, it's healthy. 
Theall-aroundproblemwithU.S.foreignpolicy 
in the past few years is that it has been terribly half-
assed. My father taught me early in life that if you 
weren't going to do something the right way, you 
shouldn't bother doing it at all. I don't think our 
government has had this in mind recently. 
The War in the Persian Gulf was genuinely 
half-assed and Saddam Hussein, the Butcher of 
Baghdad, is still in power. He thumbs his nose at 
United Nations inspectors and defies the world by 
continuing his quest for weapons of mass desiruc-
tion. 
Bosnia-Herzegovinia sits with its hands tied. 
of a U. N. embargo, While its citizens are imufderedf 
r^ ied and exterminated. It's got to be one w the 
other; either defend them or give them access to the 
means to defend themselves. 
The humanitarian mission to Somalia was a 
just effort, but because of a poorly defined and 
executed policy agenda, the quagmire has been 
worsened, tempting some to pull-out immediately while 
others demand "overwhelming force" be sent to "sta­
bilize" the situation. 
Andnow there's Haiti.Toputitmildly, the Clinton 
administration has been less than clear as to what it 
wants to accomplish there. 
These decisions have little to do with those deserv­
ing "darts and laurels." These are decisions about 
human lives; the lives of our brothers and sisters in the 
armed forces, willing to lay down their lives for this 
country. 
But for us here at CSUSB, all of this is a world 
away. 
Or is ii? 
I.AIIRKL: To the UnivCTsity Book Exchange for 
rescuing CSUSB students from the CSUSB Founda­
tion Bot^ tore's wildly over-inflated book prices, de­
plorable book buy-back rates and chronicaly depleted 
stocks. 
And that reminds me; Chewie is a real sweetheart 
of a cat but a mar­
keting device he 
isnot.He'sbcgun 
to remind me of a 
m i l q u e t o a s t  
^ Chesia--Oheetah 
and you know 
what Beavis has 
see 
FOUNDATION 
page J1 
Talkin' 'bout our generation 
People try to put us down 
Just because we get around 
The things they do look awful cold 
Hope I die before I get old! 
• "Talkin' 'Bout My Generation*' 
-The Who 
Boy, did Pete know what he was talking about! Having just 
experienced what it's like to enter the world of "Upper-Twenties," I 
think it's very ironic that Chronicle editor John Andrews has asked me 
to submit a contribution on what's up with "Our Generation ..." 
So what is the deal with "our generation"? Bell-bottoms and tye-
dye are once again considered "fashionable" and "light" drug use is 
exalted all over radio and MTV. The events in Somalia look more and 
more like the beginnings of Vietnam all over again. If you didn't know 
better, you'd think it was the I970's re-visited. 
Perhaps we are slowly giving up hope on the Nineties. After all, 
taxes keep going up, tuition and fees keep going up, and the prospects 
of finding a good job keep going down. I can see how a good time-warp 
could come in handy now and then. Cable TV is great for time-warping; 
The Partridge Family, the Brady Bunch, and even timeless classics like 
Get Smart! and Mary Tyler Moore are available at the click of the 
remote control (wasn't that invented in the Seventies too?). 
I sometimes find it comforting to vicariously re-live my 
childhood through television, but usually it just reminds me of what I 
hated about my childhood: the clothes (Polyester never was my style, or 
the bell-bottoms either), and those funky earth-tones and print shirts 
definitely gotta go! Conceivably, the recent Seventies trend could be an 
attempt to start over mid-stream. It's obvious that somewhere, some­
thing went wrong. If we could teleport back to the Seventies, we could 
do things differently, vote for different people, and then when the 
eighties came around, we could change that too. 
At any rate, it locks like we'll just have to deal with this 
Seventies thing until it blows over. Soon I hope. (Why can't we relive 
the Sixties—when gas was cheap, engines were big, and three-chord 
bands were something to be admired?) 
-by Sherwin Smith 
UCR EXTENSION 
Improve your performance on these competitive tests. Practice with sample 
tests at the level of difficulty of actual 
exams. This prep course is updated 
each time it is given and based on a 
comprehensive analysis of both tests. 
Times and Dates: Tuesday and Friday 
evenings, 6 - 9 pm, November 12,16 & 19/ 
Saturday, 8:30 am - 5:30 pm, 
November 13 & 20. 
Fee: $190 
For information or to enroll, call 
909-787-4105. 
CAL STATE LUNCH SPECIAL 
-Slice Sized Pizza 
-Garlic Cheese Bread $1.75 
-Large Soda 
Electric 
<gst!> 
20% Off To Students W/ ID 
(Not Valid W/Advertised Specials) 
Siena 
Northpark 
Kendall y/ 40th 
Roaring 20's ^ 
A 
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WEIRD AL 
continued from page 10 
of the Rintstones. 
Then, of course, there's "Weird 
Al's" original material. While it 
sometimes lacks solid humor, scmgs 
like 'Talk Soup" can really stand 
on their own among his parodies. 
Last, but not least, A1 does his 
polkas on every album, but it's not 
a medley this lime, folks. No, be 
ready to hear Queen's "Bohemian 
Rhapsody," most recently appear­
ing on the Wayne's World 
Soundtrack, complete with accor­
dion, fast percussion, and horns. 
What makes this album differ­
ent frwn his oth^s, except for the 
fact that it's a touch more mischie­
vous, is that A1 and his band have 
matured as musicians. The guitar 
work on "Livin' in the Fridge" is 
much more complicated. After all, 
Aerosmith hasn't been around over 
30 years for nothing. Also, Al's 
vocals have come a Iwig way since 
"Like a Surgeon" and "Eat it". 
This is a silly, yet entertaining 
album, but rememter that only the 
truly sick and demented at heart can 
learn to appreciate it for that it's 
worth. Yabba Dabba Do! 
CLASSTFTF.DS 
EXPERT WORD PROCESS­
ING Reports, thesis, resumes, 
manuscripts-Utilizing 
WordPerfect 6.0; laserjet print­
ing. Call Pam, 864-8723. 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS. Students 
needed. Earn S2000+ monthly. 
Summer/holidays/fulltime. 
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, 
Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, 
Gift Shop Sales, Deck Hands, 
Casino Workers, etc. No 
experience necessary. Call 602-
6804647, ExlC147. 
EARN $500 - $1000 weekly 
siufTing envelopes. For details -
RUSH $1 with SASE to; Group 
Five, 57 Greentree Drive, Suite 
307, Dover, DE 19901. 
NAME A STAR for someone. 
It's the #1 gift in America. $33. 
Star Registration (714) 283-9114. 
SPEEDY RESEARCH Reports 
$5.00 per page. Over 50,000 
tc i^cs, materials for research 
assistance use only: custom 
research available. VISA/MC/ 
AMEX, fax 1-800-356-9001. 
ENGLISH TUTOR Word 
processing and thesis processing 
by retired teacher. Call Linda at 
864-8571. 
FUND RAISERS Raise $500.00 
in 5 days. Groups, clubs, moti­
vated individuals 1-800-655-6935 
EX. 101 
EARN UPTO$10/HOUR 
Motivated students needed for P/ 
T marketing positions at your 
school. Flexible hrs. Call TO­
DAY! 1-800-950-1037 Ext. 3007 
ARTIST 
continued from page 6 
wrought-glass, swathed in cloth 
"bandages" and splinted with wire 
and twigs. 
The "Damaged Bone Series" 
was part of "A Different War": a 
1989 touring exhibit devoted to 
more than 100 works of antiwar 
artists of the era. Like 
Aschenbrenner, many of the artists 
{presented in the show were Viet­
nam veterans. 
Aschenbrenner's more recent 
works reflect a somewhat different 
SCTsibility. Instead of broken limbs, 
his linear, solid glass pieces rqne-
sent the work ethic as practiced by 
Polynesian islanders. Over the 
past year, Aschenbrenner has cre­
ated works based on primitive tools 
still used by South Pacific tribes­
men. A gouge for turning tree trunks 
into outrigger canoes, a fishing 
spear, and an oar find a lyrical qual­
ity in smooth, colorful glass. Artis­
tic license combines stxiie imple­
ments into combination tools, but 
the simple designs speak of a di­
rectness, a common-sense ^ proach 
no longer so common among mod­
em, "civilized" people. 
"I work in parts," said 
Aschenbrenner. "I'll spend two 
weeks in the studio, making parts. 
Then I'll spend four, five months 
putting them together." 
None of the organic quality is 
lost in the translation from wood to 
glass. I nepnmitive tool sculptures 
willfcffm a large installation ctmi-
missioned by a hotel in Hawaii. 
Aschenbrenner notes that his 
works have gotten more colorful 
since he left the peipelually shad­
owed, concrete canyons of Man­
hattan. "In New York, the color 
sensibility is so different," he said, 
"because the buildings are so tall, 
there's very little sunlight that 
comes down. It's a lot more color­
ful in California," 
' 
1^1^ 
THE ONLY THING BIGGER 
THAN OUR CHECKING OFFER IS 
THIS FREE SHIRT. 
Right now. Bank of America has a big deal 
for college students. 
Simply choose from any of our three college 
student checking accounts and we'll waive 
monthly service charges every summer up to five 
years. And, we'll give you a free Big Deal t-shirt. 
Only Bank of America gives you free access 
to your cash at over 5,000 Versateller® ATMs in 
the West. Plus a BankAmericard® credit card has 
no annual fee when you link it to your BofA 
checking account for protection against bounced 
checks. So, what are you waiting for—stop by 
your local branch today and ask about the big 
deal on college checking. 
B A N K I N G  O N  A M E R I C A '  
Stop by and ask for details at: 130 West 40th St., San Bemaidino 
245 E. Highland Ave., San Bernardino 
m Bank of America 
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»FM Cell Letters 
This wedc'sedition of "CALL LETTERS" 
features a brief profile of a few of the wonderful KSS B 
deejays this quarter, conducted by me, SHERWIN 
SMITH. 
SS: Please tell us your name, what you do, eatc... 
DJ SPAKKLE:My name is "DJ SPAKKLE", and my 
show is from 11 to 2 in the morning, and I play really 
stupid stuff and then I mix it with stuff that should give 
you some good nightmares. 
SS: Well like what? 
SPAKKLE: I play everything... last year I was playing 
"DIE 
KRUPPTS'" Metallica covers, and now everyone is 
jumping on my bandwagon. But anyway, now I play 
that stupid-type stuff, and then 1 play bands like TOOL 
and BARKMARKET. and um, just a wide variety-
some hip-hop, some SKA— Just a variety of some of 
the coolest music on earth. 
S S: What do you do what you 're not working at KS S B? 
SPAKKLE: I work at Inierscope Records in LA, I write 
for TRANZ Magazine", "Technology Works", and 
"Mean Street Magazine", and 1 work construction, and 
I go to school, and I party quite heavily. 
SS: OK, now we've got IAN! So Ian, what are you all 
about? 
IAN:rm about anything with a heartbeat— It don't 
matter whether it's a brother or a white guy, Chinese 
guy—if someone's got a heartbeat I'll play it. It doesn't 
have tobe Rap, TechnoorHouse—it's just gotta be with 
a heartbeat. That's all I do. 
SS: If you had to list some of the top five albums out 
right now, what would you list? 
IAN: Well if you go with the Techno/House standpoint 
there'snoreal "album"— because they're all just singles 
and no one makes a real album anyway. There's a 
german track out called "Die Werhauzen" that samples 
the "JAWS" death-theme. It's really cool. 
I like POING which is really simple- its just "poing, 
p o i n g ,  . . .  
poing..." I'm not a big deep-house faribui I Still like a' 
lottrf 
ihe stuff like BIZARRE,INC. and ROBIN S.— I 
personally like YOUNG BLACK TEENAGERS and 
DAS EFX and BEASTIE BOYS on the Rap front. M(^ 
the freestyle— guys that actually play their own music. 
Industrial-wise, anything. That is my personal favorite. 
But like I said, anything with a big beat, and I'll play it. 
SS: So what do you do when you're not a deejay on the 
air? 
IAN: I DJ weddings. 
SS: So what's the difference between that and KSSB? 
IAN: the difference beiwewi coming hwe and doing a 
show \d DJing weddings is that at weddings I have to 
play the "Achy-Breaky Heart". Ihavetoplayreal 
bad stuff that I don't like at all! 
SS: So when is your show, and what do you play? 
IAN: Wednesdays from 3-5pm, or whenever I show up 
in today's case. "Urban Contemporary" is what I'm told 
I play— Rap, R&B, Techno,House, and like I said 
befwe just about anything with a beat. 
RANDY MANTEI—aka "TASHI the BOOTLEG-
MAN" 
SS: Where did you get that name from? 
RM: Tashi the bootleg-man? I got that name from a 
"Bullock Brothers" song. It's about this guy that tapes 
concerts illegally, and I've been doing that for about 
seven years now. I've uped just about every cool band 
that you can think of. 
SS: So what bands are you in to? 
RM: Well, I used to sec bands like Nirvana for six 
dollars when they first came by. I look photographs and 
taped them. Smashing Pumpkins, I tap^ them, and took 
pictures of them. I taped them in an acoustic set sitting 
down on the floor of Rough Trade Records before they 
became big. I spwit all of last year living on Haight 
Street two blocks from Ashbury, taping concerts. 
SS: Cool. So, when is your show and what do you play? 
RM: I'm playing classic rock even though I listoi 
mostly to punk rock. But classic rock hits more people-
classically rocking tunes- everything from Sabbath to 
Soundgarden. New stuff and old stuff. 
SS: Of the new stuff coming out, what are your personal 
favorites, and why? 
RM: Well, I listen to a lot of small bands that are 
independent, but the band 1 think is pretty cool down 
here is Spiderworics. I think the new Nirvana is pretty 
good. It's a punk rock album in the finest form. I also 
like stuff like Helmet and Jesus Lizard and Primus. 
SS: And when is your show? . , 
RM: Sundaysfrom n-l. It's followed a really grwt 
show, "Chris and Pete". They've got a great foimat-
Ihey come on at 1 o'clock playing everything from 
Hendrix to old Nirvana. 
So that's CALL LETTERS for this week. Perhaps next 
time we will discuss the various names for the many 
styles of music out right now, but for first-hand experi­
ence at the college radio scene, feel free to drop by the 
station in Creative Arts 187. 
Signing off, this is SHERWIN SMITH for KSSB Radio! 
Yankovic's CD Alapalooza: 
Polka's Prince of Pop Parody 
can Yabba-Dabba Doo It all 
by Melissa Pinion 
Chronicle staff writer 
From the "basement" of his 
career on the notorious Dr. Demen to 
radio show, and on through his voy­
age to stardom, he collaborated (usu­
ally unbeknownst to them) with such 
artists as Michael Jackson, Ma­
donna, and Nirvana. This is a man 
who is a true master in what is 
known as musical parody. His name 
is "Weird Al" Yankovic. 
Only a year afto* his lat album, 
Ojfthe Deep End, he has brought to 
his fans his newest album. 
ACACIA PARK 
Alapalooza. As usual, "Weird Al" 
only chooses the best and some­
times most annoying (but accord­
ing to the Billboard's Top 40, 
they're pretty dam good) main­
stream artists. 
On the list this lime is Billy 
Ray Cyrus, whose song on 
A/ap<jia>zabecomes"AchyBreaky 
Song". "Livin' in the Fridge," is a 
parody of Areosmith's "Livin' on 
the Edge". Also, a collaboration of 
"Under the Bridge" and "Give It 
Away" by the Red Hot Chili Pep­
pers is used to create the "Bedrock 
Anthem," a definite laugh for fans 
see WEiRDALpage9 
FILM REVIEW: 
Romance's violent style 
borrows from better films 
by Josh Finney 
Chronicle staff writer 
True Romance is a high speed 
excursion into the lives of a maver­
ick couple and their naive plunge 
into the criminal underwwld. Di­
rected by British film maker Tony 
Scott {Top Gun, Beverly Hills Cop 
//) and written by Qu t^in Ttfandna 
{Reservoir Dogs) the story is a cin­
ematic rush of stylistic violence and 
the live-fast/die-young aesthetic. 
The movie is so jam-packed with 
chic Miami Vice-style mayhem that 
ilbarely missed an NC-17 rating. 
Meet Clarence Worley (Chris­
tian Slater). He's a quirky young 
man who works at a comic book 
store and has a zealous fascination 
with Elvis Presley. When Clarence 
meets Alabama Whitman (Patricia 
Arquette), seemingly by chance at 
a cheesy kung-fu movie the night of 
his birthday, he finds his true love. 
Even though Alabama later reveals 
that she's a callgirl sent by 
Clarence's boss to cheer him up, 
she explains that she has also fallen 
in love with him They decide to 
marry. 
From this point on the movie 
strays from being a mere offbeat 
romance and begins a steay slide 
into a bizarre homage to a host of 
more successful films. After a con­
versation with anapparititm of Elvis 
(Val Kilmer) in the bathroom, 
Clarence becomes dead set on kill­
ing Alabama'spimpplayedby Gary 
Oldman. He follows through with 
"The King's" orders and in the pro­
cess steals a suit case of cocaine 
that belonged to the pimp. From 
here on the story is splattered preuy 
liberally with blood. For anyone 
who's seen Taxi Driver this is very 
reminiscent of a scene where 
en De Niro goes crazy and kills a 
pimp for similar reasons. 
Anyway,wilh their ill-golien 
stash, Clarence and Alabama run 
away to Hollywood to hit it rich by 
selling the coke to a big time movie 
producer. Along the way they are 
hunted by the S icilian M i^a, led by 
Vicenzo Coccolti (Christopher 
Walken), and the LA vice squad. 
This all leads up to an ultra-violent 
bloodfest during the climax of the 
film. 
While True Romance is worth 
watching for its entertainment value, 
it does seem to draw a lot of its ideas 
from past successes, namely Wild 
at Heart, Taxi Driver, and Atlantic 
City, which are all vastly superior 
films. Where they deliver intrigu­
ing surrealism w dark cynicism of 
cold reality; True Romance centers 
keenly on a style over substance 
appeal with shallow characters and 
blood spewing violence laced over 
throbbing techno music. 
(^909) 880-2068 
• Enclosed Garages • Washers/Dryers 
• Gated Community • Woodbuming Fireplaces 
• Pool &. Spa • Recreational Facilities 
5280 Litde Mountain Dr. • San Bernardino, CA 
Coyote Unplugged premieres 
An all-new, all-acoustic music series 
sponsored by the Student Union Program 
Board premieres Thursday, Oct. 21 at 8 p.m. 
outside the new student center. 
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FOUNDATION 
continued from page 8 
to say about the Cheesy One, "He 
sucks." 
DART: To Serrano Village ad­
ministrators and Foundation Food 
Service. Apparently, part of the stu-
dentResident Assistants' (RA)con-
tract includes free meals as part of 
their compensation for employ­
ment What's got them steamed is 
Foundation Food Service's refusal 
to allow them use of the new Coy­
ote Card. Sounds like more penny-
pinching to me. 
These students have taken on a 
terrific respcmsibility and their hours 
are long and hard. Rather than limit 
them to the cornucopia of whole-
somechoices in the Commons, why 
not give these hardworking dorm 
students the same range of choices 
those who they look after enjoy? 
DART: I know, I've already 
taken my shots at the new mono­
lithic parking lot markers, but some­
how, it's gotten worse. Have you 
tried reading the marker between 
the main entrance and the dorms? 
The topoflhe marker is self-illumi­
nated white plastic with yellow let­
tering. 
The problem is that at night, 
when identifying markers are 
needed most, this particular marker 
is illegible frwn just a few feet 
away. Not a big deal, but shouldn't 
our money purchase things that 
work. Besides, wedidn't need them 
anyhow and flashy jet black mark­
ers don'tgo with cement-tone insti-
-~=-fwtfons. 
LAUREL: To the Psychology 
Department for providing free psy­
chological counseling to students. 
Considering fee increases. Tempo­
rary Classrooms (TC) that 
metamorphosize into TrailerClass-
rooms (TC.) faculty layoffs, texi-
book prices and no more free-re­
fills, it's an idea who's time has 
come. 
DART: To the "here we are 
now, entertain us" student body at 
CSUSB. The Chronicle is your 
paper and we're not getting the 
kind of feedback one would expect 
from such controversial issues. 
"Hello out there? Is this thing on?" 
LAUREL: To KSSB radio for 
finally determining through its sum­
mer research that the majority of 
radio listeners capable of receiving 
the station prefer urban contempo­
rary music, a la 99.1 FM KGGI. 
DART: To new Communica­
tions DepL Chair Craig Monroe for 
his statement in regards to the new 
telecommunications laboratory, "It 
is not commercial, nor do I see 
anything commercial coming out 
of it" What does this mean? 
If we're not going to give stu-
denisexperience with thebackbone 
of the telecommunications indus­
try, disarmingly called commer­
cials, I hope we 11 also be teaching 
students how to work for free. 
Academics with at least some 
inkling of life in the real world is all 
that we ask and instead we get an­
other "lab" to keep the "lab news­
paper and "lab" r^ io station com­
pany. 
Free 
forltfe 
Get an AT&T Universal MasterCard and you'll be eternally grateful. 
Because it's more than just a credit card that's free of annual fees forever. 
It's also an AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you a 10% discount 
on already competitive AT&T Calling Card rates. It's all part of The i Han' 
• To apply, come by our booth on campus or call 
1800438-8627 
 ^ ATW 
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Volleyball boosts record to 11-8 
by Jeremy Heckter 
Chronicle staff writer 
The Cal State Womens Vol­
leyball team has been a thorn in the 
side of many of the top teams of the 
n^on finishing the week with a 
11-8 record. Tuesday versus Cal 
Stale Dominguez Hills, the Coy­
otes won (15-4, 15-11, and 15-
10).In the victory, the team com­
bined for a Hitting percentage of 
.284, with Cindy Bench carrying a 
.400 perceniageand Nicole Wasson 
a .296. Erin Brown led in assists 
with 40. 
Earlier in the week, the team 
faced two of the nations teams 
on consecutive days. First up was 
conference rival UCR, ranked num­
ber seven in the nation, a match in 
which they lost (9-15, 11-15, 13-
15). Next up was the number one 
ranked Northern Michigan, whom 
they wCTe defeated (4-15, 11-15, 
and 10-15). 
So far the team has surpassed 
its win total for all of last year, 8 
with nine games left to play. 
Captain Erin Brown com­
mented, "Overall I'm very im­
pressed with our team's improve­
ment over last year. Our physical 
skills have improved and we are a 
much mc»e well rounded and com­
mitted team." 
Co-captain Cindy Bench 
agreed, "I think that the team has 
overctmie a lot of obstacles this 
season, the fact we play in a tougher 
division, the combination lack of 
players and injuries but our attitude 
is more of togetherness, like a fam­
ily." 
W o m e n s  S o c c e r  
The Coyote womens soccer 
team even their overall recOTd to 6-
6-2 with a 1 -0-1 record for the week. 
Versus AzusaPacific Saturday, the 
team won convincingly 4-1. Cal 
Poly SLO visited Cal State, 
Wednesday and were tied 3-3 at the 
Old of the two overtimes. 
"As a unit I think we do well, 
but our mental breakdowns have 
cost us," commented Samantha 
Jones. 
M e n s  S o c c e r  
The thirteenth-ranked Coyote 
mens soccer team ended witha 1-0-
1 record fcx- the week. It looked like 
the Coyotes would break out of 
their scoring drought with a 2-1 
victory last Saturday versus Cal 
State LA. Wednesday at home ver­
sus Cal Poly SLO the teams ended 
in a 0-0 tie updating their record to 
2-0-3 in conference, 9-2-3 overall. 
Coach Carlos Juarez said that 
the team has had good chances but 
opposing teams have been more 
aggressive in stopping their offense. 
He also said that the key for his 
team is to maintain consistency to 
be successful. 
Parcel Service 
PART-TIME JOBS 
Loading & Unloading 
VPS Offets 
For more information, go to the Career Development Center 
located in the University Hall, Room 329 (3rd floor). 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
